
APPROACH ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
SUBSTRUCTURE ITEMS

c1. Approach Wearing Surface (EA)

c2. Approach Slabs (SF)

c3. Relief Joint (LF)

c4. Embankment (EA) d

c5. Guardrail (EA)

N36. Safety Features:
Tr, Gr, Tm

c6. Approach Summary

2 1

1

4 1

0.0 1

36)B 36)C 36)D
7(9-0)

QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c33. Abutment Walls (LF)

c34. Abutment Caps (LF)

c35. Abut. Columns/Bents (EA)

c36. Pier Walls (LF)

c37. Pier Caps (LF)

123.3 2

2

246.7 2

2

c38. Pier Columns/Bents (EA)

c39. Backwalls (LF)

c40. Wingwalls (EA)

c42. Scour (EA) d

123.3 2

2

6 2

c43. Slope Protection (EA) d 2

N60. Substructure Summary (9-0) 5

DECK ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c7.1 Floor/Slab (SF) 41625.2 2

c8. Wearing Surface (SF) 32175.2 1

c9. Curb/Sidewalk/Walkway (LF) 1350.0 2

c10. Median (LF) 0

c11. Railing (LF) 1350 2

N36. Safety Features: Rail

c12. Drainage (EA) d 1

c13. Expansion Joint (LF) d 1

N58. Deck Summary

SUPERSTRUCTURE ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c14. Alignment (EA) d 5 1

c15.1 Beams/Girders (LF) 2

c16. Diaphragm/X-Frames (EA) 2

c17. Stringers (LF) 1

c18. Floorbeams (LF) 1

c19. Truss Verticals (EA)

c20. Truss Diagonals (EA)

c21. Truss Upper Chord (EA)

c22. Truss Lower Chord (EA)

c23. Truss Gusset Plate (EA) d

c24. Lateral Bracing (EA)

c25. Sway Bracing (EA)

c26. Bearing Devices (EA) d 3

c27. Arch (LF)

c28. Arch Column/Hanger (EA)

c29. Arch Spandrel Walls (LF)

c30. Prot. Coating System (LF) d 3

c31. Pins/Hangers/Hinges (EA) d

c32. Fatigue (LF) d 2

N59. Superstructure Summary

CULVERT ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c44. General (LF)

c45. Alignment (LF) d

c46. Shape (LF) d

c47. Seams (LF) d

c48. Headwall/Endwall (LF)

c49. Scour (LF) d

c50. Abutments (LF)

N62. Culvert Summary

CHANNEL ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c51. Alignment (LF) d 200.0 1

c52. Protection (LF) d 200.0 1

c53. Hydraulic Opening (EA) d 6 1

c54. Navigation Lights (EA) d

N61. Channel Summary

SIGN/UTILITY ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c55. Signs (EA) d

c56. Sign Supports (EA) d

c57. Utilities (LF) d 3

General Appraisal

N41. Operating Status P

36)A

5(9-0)

(9-0) 5

(9-0) N

(9-0) 7

(9-0) 5

Key: "Qty" = Quantity for Element Level inspection; "(LF)" = Linear Feet; "(SF)" = Square Feet; "(EA)" = Each or count; "CR" = 1-4 Condition Rating or average of worst span unless Summary item 9-0, then the
average of entire bridge influenced by the bold boxes;  "TR" = Transition Rating or weighted average of condition states; "d" = dedicated or specific chart and guidance, all others use Material specific chart/guidance;
"c" = condition prefix; "N" = NBIS rating

Inspector Name

Inspection Date/Type

Reviewer Name

Review Date

PE Number

Poston, Jay

07/16/2018

Goff, Stephanie

08/29/2018

67687

Fracture Critical

PE Number

N 1 0

1

c15.2 Slab (SF)

c7.2 Edge of Floor/Slab (LF) 1350 3
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Key: "Qty" = Quantity for Element Level inspection; "(LF)" = Linear Feet; "(SF)" = Square Feet; "(EA)" = Each or count; "CR" = 1-4 Condition Rating or average of worst span unless Summary item 9-0, then the
average of entire bridge influenced by the bold boxes;  "TR" = Transition Rating or weighted average of condition states; "d" = dedicated or specific chart and guidance, all others use Material specific chart/guidance;
"c" = condition prefix; "N" = NBIS rating

Comments

Inspection Procedures

Boat Inspection date completed 9-20-2017
Walk through Inspection completed 7-16-2018
Climbing Inspection completed 9-28-2017
Underwater inspection completed 07-31-17
Fracture Critical Inspection due 2020
Snooper Inspection completed 7-16-2018
- older light poles have heavy corrosion
- section loss at the bottoms of poles where they are bolted to cantilever sidewalk supports
- 3' section of the pole encased in concrete portion of bridge deck with pole condition in this area unknown
- loss of section to anchor bolts, some thin metal, consider replacement

APPROACH

c1. Approach Wearing Surface

- Minor chipping at the joints.
- The asphalt on the southern approach also has minor transverse cracks along the
joint.
- longitudinal cracks at the lane lines and centerline in the asphalt.
- one full width transverse crack approximately 30' south of the approach slab.

c2. Approach Slabs

- Minor wear and light map cracks in the wheel paths.  Cracks propagate from the
catch basin corners in three quadrants.

DECK

c7.1 Floor/Slab

- many transverse cracks and delaminations between girders
- many spalls with exposed corroded rebar
- many full depth patches, heavy spalling along the longitudinal joint at the centerline

c7.2 Edge of Floor/Slab

- spalling 2'W x 4"D with exposed steel along the interior edge between the structures
for entire length of bridge, several delaminations ready to fall off
- open longitudinal joint along C/L of bridge

c8. Wearing Surface

- Several 8"W x 8"L potholes forming near the centerline, some with exposed
reinforcement.
- equally spaced transverse cracks along the entire length.
- areas of delamination, estimated 1% of total area
- minor surface wear of of tining grooves

c9. Curb/Sidewalk/Walkway

- transverse and longitudinal cracks throughout the sidewalk with shallow spalls near
the NE end.
- spalling adjacent to the expansion joint cover plate in the NW and SW quadrant.
- minor vertical misalignment in the NE quadrant and a 1/8" transverse crack.
- bottoms of walks there are several spalled areas, sidewalk beams in these areas
are heavily rusted
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- minor vertical misalignment in the NE quadrant and a 1/8" transverse crack.
- bottoms of walks there are several spalled areas, sidewalk beams in these areas
are heavily rusted

c11. Railing

- vertical cracks and rust staining throughout.
- impact damage to the metal rail on the West side, one post is loose and three total
have been effected.
- horizontal crack runs approximately 70% of the bridge length, 6" from the top of the
rail.   -
- crack adjacent to the expansion joint in each quadrant.
- pipe expansions heavily rusted, some sections at bottom rusted through
Light Poles/utilities
- older light poles have heavy corrosion
- section loss at the bottoms of poles where they are bolted to cantilever sidewalk
supports
- 3' section of the pole encased in concrete portion of bridge deck with pole condition
in this area unknown
- loss of section to anchor bolts, some thin metal, consider replacement

c13. Expansion Joint

- joints replaced in 2010 from finger joint to expansion seal
- ends of beams sandblasted/painted, slab and deck also patched in these areas

SUPERSTRUCTURE

c15.1 Beams/Girders

- light surface rust throughout; localized areas of heavier surface corrosion and
laminar corrosion, especially on the lower flange; pack rust prying apart the cover
plates throughout; corrosion holes in the bearing stiffeners at the South Abutment.
- Girder ends lower flange and lower web at both abutments deeply pitted from old
corrosion, this area was sandblasted / painted in 2010
- #1 girder, span 1, North 1/3, splice plate heavily corroded with section loss, flaking
rust, 18 of the bottom bolts corroded in this area with 1/4"+ section loss estimated,
above corroded area efflorescence and water leakage, 4" stalactites
- corrosion on lower girder areas over each pier bearing, pack rust between plates
causing out-of-plane bending, some triangle gussets at the bottom have pulled apart
- sidewalk beams have heavy corrosion in isolated areas, corroded areas have up to
1/8"  estimated section loss on web and flange areas
- missing bolt at North pier, SB side, the top bolt of the bearing stiffener on the East
girder
- mid-span of girders at several splice plates have corroded areas with flaking rust
and section loss
- general rusting of girders at the top flange

c16. Diaphragm/Cross Frames

- heavy section loss to diaphragms at the abutments, especially on the back side
from corrosion associated with the leakage of the old expansion, this area was
sandblasted and painted in 2010
- Span 3 on the SB side, 3rd crossframe on the West side is tack welded only

c17. Stringers

- areas of surface corrosion
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c18. Floorbeams

- areas of surface corrosion

c26. Bearing Devices

Surface corrosion and laminar corrosion on the bearing assembly; pack rust prying
apart the plates; lead pad extruding; laminar corrosion to the masonry plates and
bolsters.
- rocker #1 at South abutment leaning out of adjustment
- rocker #'s 2 and 3 over each pier have heavy corrosion and loss of section due to
leakage from open longitudinal joint, movement may be limited due to pack rust

c30. Protective Coating System

- PCS at the first 10' at both ends of the structure was sandblasted and painted in
2010
- remaining area in poor condition, chaulky, faded, peeling paint with large corroded
areas

c32. Fatigue

- bottom moment plates have out-of-plane due to pack rust between riveted plates
- loss of section to bottom moment plates apprx. 1/4" +
- heavy rust visible along top moment plates

SUBSTRUCTURE

c33. Abutment Walls

- cracks
- areas of spalling

c34. Abutment Caps

- seats cracked and spalling
- area on South abutment spalled 2'W x 4'L x 2"D adjacent to SW most rocker

c36. Pier Walls

- cracks and map cracks throughout all piers with staining and efflorescence, spalls
with exposed rebar.  Several spalls on top of the piers where they extend beyond the
deck.
- cracked areas, small delaminated areas near seats
- pier-2, North side, spall below bearing #1, 6'W x 4'H x 3"D, spall extends to top of
pier near bearing masonry plate
- pier-2, North side, delam. under speaker platform, 5'W x 8'H
- pier-2, South side, spall / delam. area under beam #2 bearing, 8'H x 6'W x 2"D

c37. Pier Caps

- delaminated areas near several of the rockers

c39. Backwalls

- repairs to top
- patched areas
- several full height cracks and some unsound areas
- leakage and efflorescence.
- several spalls at the centerline.
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c40. Wingwalls

- cracks, unsound areas, map cracking with efflorescence
- NE wingwall has 1/4"W horizontal crack in three places

c42. Scour

- scour on the North side of the piers (underwater dive inspection report on file in
office)

c43. Slope Protection

- cracks; small holes; cracks with settlement at the top near the South side.
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